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Top Tuners 
               the perfect looking wheels for your car

Mandrus > Mercedes
Beyern > BMW
Victor Equipment > Porsche
August > Audi
Redbourne > Land Rover
Cray > Corvette
Coventry > Jaguar



regenmeister

millennium

gloss black / diamond lip chrome

silver / diamond lip

chrome gloss black / diamond lip

hyper silver / diamond lip

hyper silver / diamond lip

chrome

exclusive mercedes benz alloys
mandrus millennium featuring mercedes ML 63 AMG

stuttgard
3pcs

03
02

www.mandruswheels.com

Your Mercedes Benz is no ordinary vehicle and deserves a wheel that was designed exclusively for your Mercedes Benz. 
That Mercedes wheel is made by Mandrus.

At Mandrus we only make wheels for Mercedes Benz vehicles. We are focused on making the perfect looking wheel 
for your Mercedes while ensuring the perfect technical fit for your Mercedes. 
Our wheels are designed only for Mercedes so there is no compromise.

All Mandrus wheels are made hub-centric and do not use cumbersome spacers. Mandrus manufactures S-Class wheels, 
SL wheels, SLK wheels, E-Class wheels, C-Class wheels, CLK wheels, CLS wheels, CL wheels, GL wheels, ML wheels and 
R-Class wheels. Mandrus offers its Mercedes wheels in 17 inch, 18 inch, 19 inch, 20 inch and 22 inch staggered sizes.
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type multi

gloss black / diamond lip chrome

silver / diamond lip

designed exclusively for bmw owners

baroque
3pcs

chrome

hyper silver / diamond lip

beyern type multi featuring BMW X5

beyern baroque featuring BMW 504

www.beyernwheels.com

Beyern was created to service 
the discerning BMW driver. 

Whether it is the 3 series BMW,
5 series BMW, 6 series BMW, 7 series BMW,

Z3, Z4, X3 or X5 BMW, Beyern makes 
the perfect wheel for your BMW motor car.

Beyern Wheels are designed exclusively 
for BMW motor vehicles.

 All Beyern BMW wheels are perfectly hub 
centric and are made to the tightest tolerances. 

When it comes to BMW wheels,
Beyern has the perfect fit. 

We offer a wide range
of staggered BMW wheel applications. 

Beyern offers 17 inch BMW wheels, 
18 inch BMW wheels, 19 inch BMW wheels, 

20 inch BMW wheels, and 22 inch BMW wheels. 

Beyern wheels for BMW are known
for their massive machine cut lips.
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hyper silver / diamond lip

hyper silver / diamond lip

chrome

type 5

gloss black

type mesh

designed 
exclusively for 

bmw
owners

gloss black / diamond lipchrome

silver / diamond lip

victor equipment florio featuring porsche cayman S

florio
3pcs

designed exclusively for porsche owners
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www.beyernwheels.com
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www.victorequipmentwheels.com
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turismo

gloss black / diamond lip

silver / diamond lip

chrome black / diamond lip

hyper silver / diamond lip

hyper silver / diamond lip

                designed
exclusively for porsche owners

mulsanne
3pcs

  lemans  

black / diamond lipchrome

victor equipment mulsanne featuring porsche cayenne

www.victorequipmentwheels.com
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Victor Equipment redefines performance wheels for the discriminating Porsche owner. 
Our goal is to build the ultimate Porsche wheels for Porsche cars or Porsche SUVs — no compromises.

Almost every Porsche model requires a specific wheel application. The Porsche 911 requires a wider rear wheel than does the 
Boxster, while the Cayenne is the only Porsche that accepts a 22-inch wheel. At Victor Equipment, we make sure that we have 
the right wheel application for your Porsche. Victor Equipment wheels are designed to work with original Porsche air sensors 
(TPMS). To ensure a smooth ride, all Victor Equipment wheels are hub-centric for Porsche. And, if it’s the original Porsche cap 
and emblem you want on your wheels, Victor Equipment Porsche wheels are engineered to accept these.

Look to Victor Equipment for all your Porsche wheel needs.
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chrome

august werke featuring audi A4 avant

hyper silver / diamond lip

werke SGR

union

chrome

hyper silver / diamond lip

cromolook

designed exclusively for audi owners10

www.augustwheels.com

August Horch, the founder of Audi, knew exactly what he wanted when he founded Audi. 
Discerning Audi owners know exactly what they want when they are looking for Audi wheels. 

Wheels designed exclusively for Audi vehicles. When we founded August wheels we did it with a singular vision and that was 
to make the finest Audi wheels available. To achieve this we made our Audi wheels only for Audi vehicles to ensure that there 
were no compromises.

All our Audi wheels are hub centric to Audi vehicles and styled appropriately for Audi vehicles.When it comes to choosing 
wheels for your Audi, do what August did and don’t compromise.
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chrome

silver / steel lip

monarch

redbourne monarch featuring land rover range rover sport

saxon

duke

silver / diamond lip

silver

designed exclusively for land rover owners

chrome

chrome

steel lip

www.redbournewheels.com
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Redbourne Wheels where adventure meets elegance. At Redbourne we set out to build Land Rover wheels that capture the ruggedness of Land Rover 
while exuding the luxury with which each vehicle was designed.

Each of our Land Rover wheels is designed, tested and built with a load rating capable of holding the heavy duty Land Rover chassis. 
So if you are looking for Range Rover wheels, Range Rover Sport wheels, LR3 wheels or LR2 wheels, Redbourne has wheels with the correct load rating for you. 
Of course all Redbourne Land Rover wheels are hub centric to offer a smooth enjoyable ride. Also each of our Land Rover wheels was designed to accept 
the OE tire pressure monitoring system (TPMS), the OE nuts, even the center cap was engineered to accept the OE Land Rover cap. 

We offer wheels in a variety of sizes: 18”, 19”, 20”, and 22” to fit your Land Rover. So if a traditional six spoke look is good for you or an aggressive multi spoke 
fits your taste, Redbourne has wheels exclusively designed to complement your Land Rover. Look to Redbourne for all your Land Rover wheel needs.
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hyper silver / diamond lip

manta

scorpion

designed exclusively for corvette owners

hyper silver / diamond lip

chromeblack / diamond lip

cray manta featuring corvette C514

www.craywheels.com

chrome black / diamond lip

cray scorpion featuring corvette C5

Cray Wheels designs and manufactures 
high performance custom Corvette wheels 

exclusively for the Corvette owner.

Corvette wheels — large diameters and very 
wide widths. Our wheels are made specifically 

for Corvettes — and only for Corvettes. 
It has always been hard fitting aftermarket 

wheels on Corvettes. But Cray Corvette wheels 
change all this. Cray Corvette wheels even 

accept the original Corvette center cap. 
Plus, all Cray Corvette wheels take the original 

Corvette air sensor and are 
Corvette “hub-centric,” ensuring you and 

your ‘Vette the smoothest ride.

Of course, you also know that Corvettes 
require staggered wheel applications. 

Cray offers the world’s widest range 
of one-piece, staggered Corvette - specific 

wheel applications, including 
17-, 18-, 19- and 20-inch applications. 

Cray wheels are available in the perfect width 
for your Corvette, because they’re 

specifically designed for Corvettes.
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hyper silver / diamond lip

hornet

chrome

the proper
wheels for 
jaguar

motor cars

Top Tuners wheels are designed exclusively
to fit perfectly on your car

The wheels are made 
to extremely strict quality standards 

to ensure a luxurious ride for you and your car

coventry hornet featuring jaguar XF16

www.coventrywheels.com
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Coventry Wheels was created with the sole purpose of making bespoke 
Jaguar wheels. Jaguar cars require a very specific wheel and Coventry has 
mastered the art of the Jaguar wheel. All Coventry wheels are created to be hub 
centric on Jaguar cars. All Coventry wheels are engineered to fit perfectly on 
your Jaguar. Coventry wheels work with the original Jaguar bolts and caps and 
are designed with the perfect offset for you Jaguar car. The wheels are made to 
extremely strict quality standards to ensure 
a luxurious ride for you 
and your Jaguar. 
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